Questionnaire for the book
Please copy and paste this questionnaire to a word processing program and fill it out. When you are finished,
email it to: gryphon8489@gmail.com
Thanks,
Mike Rasmussen

1. What was your full name, rank, and organization during your time at Florennes?
2. When did you arrive at the base? When did you depart?
3. What was your specific job and AFSC at Florennes?
4. What other people did you work with at Florennes, and what were their jobs?
5. What was the most memorable event during your tour at Florennes? Why?
6. What experience was most challenging at Florennes, and did it turn out to be a success or a failure?
7. How did the conditions at Florennes affect your ability to do your job?
8. Who, if anyone, had a positive influence or made a favorable impression upon you while assigned to the base?
Why?
9. Did you have any negative experiences as a result of your tour and how did you react to it?
10. What special memory(ies) would you like to share of your time at Florennes?
11. Briefly, what was your pre-Florennes and post-Florennes career? Did your time at Florennes have an effect
upon your post-Florennes career?
12. Provide a short bio of yourself.
If you agree to answer these questions, it is with the understanding that the information provided will be used by
the author for a detailed history of the 485th TMW and it’s subordinate units. Answers should be truthful and
without malice based upon your personal experiences of your Cold War service. Transmittal of this form will be
accepted as an agreement that you will allow the information to be published for the purposes of the book. All
raw information contained on the form will be stored for historical purposes in the care of the 485th TMW and
it’s designated successor, such a historical depository where the material be placed at some time designated in the
future. All statements and facts will be verified to the best of the author’s ability.

